Flooring
for Schools

Inspiring spaces
to learn, play and
grow… Safely.

We offer complete flooring solutions for your
school, covering all areas for learning and
play; from the classroom, to multi-purpose
halls, reception and entrance ways. We also
understand you have a duty of care to your pupils,
so we give you peace of mind—all our flooring is
safe, high quality, durable, and guaranteed to last.
Specifically we can provide:
① Multi-purpose and sports flooring
② Learning spaces
③ Entryway and circulation areas
④ Bathrooms and changing rooms
⑤ Stairways

All areas covered
Zones and application

Example school layout showing
typical flooring zones

1

Multi-purpose and sports flooring
Gym tiles and indoor sports floors

2

Learning spaces
Carpet tiles, Ambiance Ultra/Virtuo Classic Vinyl

4

Bathrooms and changing rooms
Vinyl and rubber

3

Entryway and circulation areas
Entry carpets, rubber, Ambiance Ultra/Virtuo Classic Vinyl

5

Stairways
Stair-nosings and rubber

① Multi-purpose
and sports flooring
Transform your gym or sports hall with our exciting
range of colours and style options. Safety is paramount,
so naturally all our solutions are high-quality, durable, and
provide the necessary level of protection against injuries,
fulfilling your duty of care requirements.
Products: gym tiles and indoor sports floors

② Learning spaces
Bring your school learning spaces to life with our
exciting range of carpet tiles or vinyl. Our school carpet
tiles are heavy duty, durable commercial grade carpet, with
excellent acoustic qualities making them perfect for the
school environment. Vinyl flooring, that is durable, has easy
to care surface treatments and is high-performing, is the
perfect option for your learning space.
Products: carpet tiles, Ambiance Ultra /
Virtuo Classic vinyl

Safety first.

Our high quality
flooring is safe,
durable, and
guaranteed to last.

③ Entryway and
circulation areas
Stop dirt, moisture and debris before it enters.
Advance Flooring’s entrance matting provides your school
with the first line of defence against moisture and dirt,
helping to protect the rest of your faculty, and help reduce
cleaning costs. With excellent anti-slip properties, and highly
durable, our entrance matting is the safe choice. Vinyl and
rubber is best suited to circulation areas.
Products: entry carpets, rubber, Ambiance Ultra /
Virtuo Classic vinyl

④ Bathrooms and
changing rooms
Tarasafe is a range of safety vinyl’s, designed to
reduce risk from slips and falls, be low maintenance and
100% recyclable. Rubber flooring is anti-slip, made of
recycled materials and extremely durable, best suited to
changing rooms. Vinyl is suited to a range of applications
such as commercial kitchens, school corridors, bathrooms,
changing rooms and showers/changing sheds.
Products: vinyl and rubber

⑤ Stairways
Stair solutions with nosings designed to fit a range of
surfaces, use a recycled rubber, anti-slip insert to ensure
your stairs are safe and durable. NZ stock rubber to cover
the stair surfaces offers an anti-slip, recycled solution for
stair surfaces.
Products: stair-nosings and rubber

“ We used colour to reflect the
school’s identity and also to
enhance the architecture.
We’ve had numerous
comments from visitors and
from community members on
how striking the colours are.”
Moshin Mussa, RTA Studio
(Project architect for Freemans Bay Primary School)

Case study
Freemans Bay
Primary School

The new, purpose-built Freemans Bay
School has replaced its 1960s facilities,
and our carpet tiles have played a key role
in bringing the interior learning spaces to
life.
Embodying the school’s diverse cultural
community, bold form-making and
colour stories present an inspiring and
imaginative learning environment for
students and teachers alike.
‘Colour is a relatively cost-effective way
to bring a project to life,’ says project
architect Moshin Mussa. ‘We used colour
to reflect the school’s identity and also
to enhance the architecture. We’ve had
numerous comments from visitors and
from community members on how striking
the colours are.
The project won the top award in the
Resene Total Colour Awards 2018.

Architect — RTA Studio

Case study
Aotea College

City Square carpet tiles have played a
key role in activating the colour story at
Aotea College’s new campus. Providing an
engaging and connected experience for
students and staff alike.
Acoustics, durability and a large colour
selection make City Square carpet tiles a
design feature at Aotea College.
‘We chose the carpet for its robustness
and its acoustic qualities,’ says project
architect Mike Evans. ‘The outcome is a
general hum, a nice white noise, which the
school is very happy with. Good acoustic
control by the carpet and ceiling tiles
meant that we could maintain large areas
of glazing internally and externally for light
and outlook.’

Architect — Designgroup Stapleton Elliott

How we can help you

Example school render 2

We take a holistic approach to your school’s
flooring needs; understanding requirements,
pedagogy, budget, colour, acoustics and style. We
also realise you’re busy, so we make it easy for you
with our streamlined process. We can bring your
vision to life with our render and layout services, and
have 40+ years experience working and assisting
architects and interior designers.

Example school render 1

Example school render 3

About us
Advance Flooring systems is a family business
that has evolved over four generations and four
decades. Since 1976, we have been designing and
manufacturing innovative entrance matting systems
and importing and distributing inspiring commercial
floor coverings.
We design, engineer, manufacture, source
and distribute premium flooring systems throughout
Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific. As well as
developing our own innovative ranges, we source
products from leading global manufacturers. Our
solutions are backed by decades of knowledge and
our experience is relied upon by architects, interior
designers and industry professionals. We are highly
regarded for outstanding customer service and
sustainability stewardship.
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Trusted, industry experts.

Get in touch, and let us help you with
flooring for all areas of your school.
Call us: 0508 238 262
info@advanceflooring.com
advanceflooring.co.nz

